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June ARD - Summary
Avoid Stocks that Shock
The first paper of this issue is co-authored by Hai Lu, Kevin Q. Wang, and
Xiaolu Wang. It deals with the impact of large short-term stock price shocks on
subsequent price returns. The authors conclude that large shocks, whether
positive or negative, are followed by negative long-lasting abnormal returns.
The long memory effect is shown to be independent of systematic risk. A
number of other potential explanations, including investor disagreement,
idiosyncratic volatility, market frictions, microstructure effects, speculative
preferences in retail trading, and news events are also generally ruled out.

Volatility, Retail investors and Stock Returns
Bing Han and Alok Kumar in the second paper of this issue, study the pricing
(and clientele characteristics) of stocks that are heavily traded by retail
investors. The authors show that retail investors prefer to hold and actively
trade high volatility stocks, while institutions under-weight these types of
stocks. The authors show that stocks with high levels of retail trading
significantly under-perform low retail trading stocks. In addition they show that
when trading is dominated by retail investors the average stock return is more
negatively related to idiosyncratic volatility.

Spot the Star Analyst
The third paper in this issue, co-authored by Roger K. Loh and René M. Stulz,
explores the returns associated with specific analyst recommendation changes.
Loh and Stulz conclude that relatively few analyst recommendation changes
are influential – that is, only approximately 10%, in the sense that only these
stocks have significant stock-price reactions. The probability of an influential
recommendation is higher for particular analyst/recommendations
characteristics and for certain firm attributes. Finally, influential
recommendations are associated with increases in stock volatility and large
absolute changes in consensus earnings forecasts.

Macro Surprises and Portfolio Returns
In the fourth paper Tolga Cenesizoglu investigates the reactions of portfolios
sorted on size and book-to-market ratios to news about a wide range of
macroeconomic variables. The author identifies Employees on Nonfarm
Payrolls, Core CPI, and the Federal Funds Target Rate as important
macroeconomic variables that affect stock returns. Moreover the author is also
able to identify several other important variables such as Hourly Earnings and
Trade Balance. The results indicate that the reaction of large-growth stocks to
news about employment is significantly stronger than that of small-value
stocks.

Rotation Strategies Involving Industry, Size, and Book-to-Market Sorted
Portfolios
The last paper by Aiguo Kong, David Rapach, Jack Strauss, Jun Tu, and Guofu
Zhou undertakes an extensive analysis of return predictability for three sets of
component portfolios sorted on industry, size, and book-to-market. The authors
show that returns are substantially more predictable for (i) particular
industries, (ii) small-cap in contrast to large-cap stocks; and (iii) high as
opposed to low book-to-value stocks. Moreover the authors show that
component predictability has important asset-allocation implications in the use
of a component-rotation investment strategy based on component
predictability.

3
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Articles
1. The Long Memory in Stock Price Shocks
Hai Lu, Kevin Q. Wang, and Xiaolu Wang 1, February 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com
Key Points:
 Short- and long-term shocks have asymmetric effects on stock prices;
 Large shocks - positive or negative - are followed by negative abnormal
returns;
 Alphas can be as low as -8.28% annually for stocks experiencing large
negative shocks.

Do large short-term stock price changes have
any predictive power for subsequent returns?

The shock is defined as the maximum and
minimum three-day abnormal stock
returns in a month

Stocks having large price shocks - positive
or negative – are followed by negative
abnormal returns over the next year

In this research an investigation is carried out as to whether large short-term
stock price changes have any predictive power for subsequent price returns.
Lu, Wang and Wang show that indeed there is long memory in large stock price
shocks with asymmetric effects. Large shocks, whether positive or negative, are
followed by negative long-lasting abnormal returns. The authors show that the
long memory effect is not caused by systematic risk, moreover when they riskadjust their results the long memory effects tend to be even stronger. A
number of other potential explanations, including investor disagreement,
idiosyncratic volatility, market frictions, microstructure effects, speculative
preferences in retail trading, and news events are also generally ruled out.
Lu, Wang and Wang utilise data for all stocks traded on NYSE, AMEX, and
Nasdaq for the period July 1963 to December 2006. While the main source
for the data is CRSP, additional sources include NYSE TAQ and ISSM (for
trade size), IBES (analysts' forecasts), Standard and Poor’s Compustat
(earnings announcements), First Call (analysts revision and management
forecasts), BestCalls.com (conference calls), Thompson Financial (insider
trading), and SDC (M&A and SEO). As a proxy for large positive and negative
price shocks, the authors use the maximum and minimum three-day abnormal
stock returns in a month. The three-day window of either maximum or
minimum abnormal return could be located at any point in the ranking month,
which, for instance, could be either at the beginning or at the end of ranking
month.
In the empirical part of the paper the authors sort stocks with respect to either
the minimum or the maximum three-day abnormal return. When the ranking
variable is the minimum three-day abnormal return, decile 1 (10) consists of
stocks with large (small) abnormal price falls. In contrast, when the sample is
sorted by the maximum three-day abnormal return, decile 1 (10) consists of
stocks with small (large) positive price shocks. The negative alpha – with
respect to a three factor Fama French model - of decile 1 (large negative
shocks) is in annual term equal to -8.28% while the decile 10 portfolio, which
contains stocks with large positive shocks, has an annual alpha of -4.80%. The
month-by-month results indicate that alpha is significant for every of the 12
months in the t+1 to t+12 range examined (when t refers to the month the
sorting takes place).

1
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No explanation other than the shock is
supported by the data

The rest of the paper examines a number of potential explanations, including
investor disagreement, idiosyncratic volatility, market frictions, microstructure
effects, speculative preferences in retail trading, and news events. The analysis
does not suggest that any of these effects can account for the long memory in
large stock price shocks. The authors conclude that large shocks have strong
predictive ability over subsequent stock returns although the have not been
able to identify the source of the predictability.

GQR comments and investment implications
This paper advocates the size of short-term stock price changes as a predictive
signal for negative subsequent returns. Surprisingly the results are no different
for positive/negative shocks. And although the authors do provide an
explanation for this anomaly, they show that their results are robust to a
number of controls. Firms exhibiting large shocks are those experiencing the
highest returns in the previous months, are small in size, and have high
idiosyncratic volatility. While we believe it is necessary to understand the
fundamentals that drive this anomaly, it would also be interesting to investigate
whether the long memory in price shocks can be combined with other factors,
such as momentum to enhance profitability.

5
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2. Speculation, Realisation Utility, and
Volatility-Induced Retail Habitat
Bing Han and Alok Kumar 2, May 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com
Key Points:
 High volatility stocks are the preferred “habitat” of retail investors;
 Stocks with high retail trading earn low average returns;
 The level of retail trading is an important determinant of the idiosyncratic
volatility-return relations.
Stocks with high levels of retail trading
significantly underperform low retail
trading stocks

The factor: “retail trading proportion”
(RTP), the ratio of buy- and sell-initiated
small trades volume over the total stock
trading volume

High volatility stocks are the preferred
“habitat” of retail investors

The lowest RTP quintile outperforms the
highest RTP quintile by about 5% per
month

This paper studies the clientele characteristics and most importantly from the
asset management perspective, the pricing of stocks that are heavily traded by
retail investors. Han and Kumar show that stocks with high levels of retail
trading significantly underperform low retail trading stocks. In addition the
authors show that when trading is dominated by retail investors the average
stock return is more negatively related to idiosyncratic volatility.
Data for this study are obtained from various sources. For example, stock-level
measures of retail trading are from the Institute for the Study of Security
Markets and the Trade and Quote databases. The study covers the period 1983
to 2000. The authors define retail trades as those trades not exceeding
US$5,000 in size. Additional data are obtained from CRSP COMPUSTAT and
Thomson Reuters. Han and Kumar construct a measure of retail trading
intensity, i.e. the stock’s “retail trading proportion” (RTP), as the ratio of the
total month buy- and sell-initiated small trades (trade size below $5,000) dollar
volume and the total stock trading dollar volume in the same month.
Han and Kumar's first set of tests explores retail behavior and the stock
preferences of retail investors. This analysis reveals that high volatility stocks
are the preferred habitat of retail investors. Then they focus on three
hypotheses. First, the hypothesis that high RTP stocks, influenced by riskseeking and trading by speculative investors who are willing to pay a premium,
earn low average returns. Second, that the volatility-return relation within and
outside of the volatility-induced retail habitat are different, and in particular it
is stronger (more negative) within the volatility-induced retail habitat. And
third, that the results in the previous hypotheses are stronger for stocks with
speculative characteristics and high arbitrage costs.
The analysis with respect to the first hypothesis is based on RTP quintile
portfolios that are formed at the end of each month. The results indicate a
strong negative RTP-return relation. The lowest RTP quintile earns a valueweighted mean monthly return of 1.765%, while the highest RTP quintile earns
a large negative monthly return of −3.231%. The results are similar for equalweighted as well as when performance is measured through alphas (relative to
the Fama-French three factors plus a momentum factor model).

2
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The level of retail trading is an important
determinant of the idiosyncratic volatilityreturn relation

When the authors test for the impact of RTP and (idiosyncratic) volatility
through double-sorted portfolios, the increase in the spread return is
substantial. In particular, the high RTP stocks on average underperform low
RTP stocks by 2.80% per month in the lowest volatility quintile, but by 7.64%
in the highest volatility quintile. These results suggest that the level of retail
trading is an important determinant of the idiosyncratic volatility-return
relation. Additional evidence suggests that the volatility-return relation is
stronger among stocks with speculative characteristics (e.g. high idiosyncratic
skewness stocks).
In summary, this paper studies the pricing (and clientele characteristics) of
stocks that are heavily traded by retail investors. The authors show that retail
investors prefer to hold and actively trade high volatility stocks, while
institutions underweight them. High RTP stocks earn low average returns; the
relation between volatility and average returns is more negative among high
RTP stocks; and these results are stronger among more speculative stocks.

GQR comments and investment implications
Recent studies mainly in the behavioural finance literature have shown that
certain types of investors might be naturally drawn toward stocks with high
volatility. The authors study the information content of retail investors’ trades
and conclude that one should avoid (or even short) stocks that are heavily
traded by retail investors. The authors show that stocks with high levels of retail
trading significantly underperform low retail trading stocks. The alpha of a
portfolio that buys stocks with low retail trading and sells stocks with high retail
trading earns an abnormal return of 4.585% monthly (adjusted for market,
size, value, and momentum). Moreover the resulting strategy is almost market
neutral, i.e. the market exposure is statistically insignificant. We believe this is
a substantial alpha but at the same time we also think that the greatest
challenges for setting up a retail trading factor signal would be data-related.

7
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3. When are Analyst Recommendation
Changes Influential?
Roger K. Loh and René M. Stulz 3, May 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com
Key Points:
 Not all stock recommendation changes are equal;
 Influential recommendations can be identified based on certain
recommendation/analyst characteristics;
 Firm characteristics could create conditions that make it more likely that
analysts could make significant recommendation changes.
Only about 10% of analyst
recommendation changes are influential

Mean and median CARs following
recommendation changes are quite
dispersed

Influential recommendations are those
associated with extreme CARs

This study explores the extent to which a purer analyst recommendation signal
can be constructed by minimising the impact of confounding news. Loh and
Stulz conclude that relatively few analyst recommendation changes are
influential, i.e. only approximately 10%, in the sense that they only have
significant stock-price reactions. They also show that influential recommendations
are associated with analysts sharing some common characteristics (e.g. large
broker, well-rated analyst) as well as with firms with particular characteristics.
The study period extends from 1993 to 2006. Data are sourced from IBES and
contain analyst ratings. The authors focus on rating changes as opposed to
levels. The analysis is undertaken at the analyst level - not at the broker level.
For each recommendation change, the authors compute the three-day
cumulative buy-and-hold abnormal return. Exploratory analysis indicates that
the mean CAR for a one-point upgrade is 2.687% and that for a two point
upgrade is 2.783% (the respective medians are 1.530% and 1.694%). The
means and medians that refer to downgrades tell a similar story, i.e. means are
far from medians. This picture remains unchanged even after firm news events
as well as outlier recommendations are removed.
With that shown, Loh and Stulz aim to identify the characteristics of influential
recommendation changes. First they classify a recommendation change as
“influential” if the CAR is greater than 1.96 times the standard deviation of the
firm’s prior three month idiosyncratic return. They alternatively classify a
recommendation change as influential when its normalised CAR, i.e. CAR
divided by idiosyncratic volatility, is more than 1.96 standard deviations better
than the mean prior 12-month normalized CAR of the similar rating change
category across all firms. With these definitions, 10.0% (3.2%) of all
recommendation changes are defined as influential using the first (second)
definition.

3
Roger K. Loh is at Singapore Management University and René M. Stulz is at Ohio State University, NBER, and
ECGI.
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Analyst as well as firm characteristics are
associated with influential
recommendation changes

A probit model can determine the
probability that a recommendation change
will be influential

The next step of the empirical analysis involves comparison of the average
characteristics of influential recommendation changes versus non-influential
changes for each rating change category. The authors also consider firm
characteristics because firm characteristics could create conditions that make
it more likely that analysts could make significant recommendation changes.
Influential recommendations are more likely to be from analysts with larger
leader-follower ratios, large brokers, away-from-consensus revisions, issued
contemporaneously with earnings forecasts, and more experienced analysts.
With respect to firm characteristics, growth firms, small firms, high institutional
ownership firms, high prior turnover firms and low prior number of earnings
forecasts firms are more likely to be associated with influential recommendations.
Further more the authors present evidence that is consistent with a paradigm
shift for firms that experience influential recommendation changes: if a firm
has an influential recommendation change, its stock’s turnover increases, its
volatility increases and analysts make more and bigger forecast changes.
Finally, Loh and Stulz also combine their inferences in a probit model that aims
to predict ex ante influential rating changes.
Collectively, the authors show that stock recommendation changes are not all
equal. More than one-third of the stock-price reactions to analyst
recommendation changes have the wrong sign and only approximately 10%
have significant stock-price reactions. The probability of an influential
recommendation is higher for particular analyst/recommendations
characteristics and for certain firm attributes. Finally, influential
recommendations are associated with increases in stock volatility and large
absolute changes in consensus earnings forecasts.

GQR comments and investment implications
Research investigating the analyst recommendation signal typically focuses on
average effects in large samples. The authors of this paper challenge the
“averaging” approach through analysis that tries to identify star analysts. The
findings are striking: one of the key takeaways being that only 10% of all
recommendation changes can be identified as influential. There are two
interesting practical aspects of this paper in our view. First, the analysis that
tries to isolate the characteristics of influential recommendation changes, and
second, the attempt to create a predictive model for influential changes.
Although the latter idea is not pursued to a large extent, we believe it is
perhaps the most interesting idea in this paper from the portfolio manager
perspective. Extending these ideas to earnings forecasts revisions may provide
stronger results given our prior that earnings revision is a stronger signal
compared to recommendation changes.

9
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4. Size, Book-to-Market Ratio and
Macroeconomic News
Tolga Cenesizoglu 4, April 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com
Key Points:
 Employment and Federal Funds Target Rate are the most important
macroeconomic variable across size and book-to-market ratio portfolios;
 The reaction of large-growth stocks to news about employment is
significantly stronger than that of small-value stocks;
 Size captures the sensitivity of a firm's discount rate to changing business
conditions while the book-to-market ratio captures the sensitivity of its future
expected cash flows.
Macroeconomic news has variable price
impact across the size- and book-tomarket dimensions

Macroeconomic news surprises

The aim of this paper is to investigate the reactions of portfolios sorted on size
and book-to-market ratios to news about a wide range of macroeconomic
variables. Cenesizoglu argues that when the aggregate market portfolio does
not react significantly to news about a specific macroeconomic variable, it does
not necessarily imply the unimportance of that variable for stock returns. The
author motivates this observation with an example, where one might mistakenly
conclude that news about export price index and consumer credit are not
important variables for stock returns from the insignificant reaction of the
value-weighted index – which is, by definition, skewed towards larger stocks –
but, in reality, these variables seem to significantly affect returns on small- and
mid-cap stocks, respectively.
Cenesizoglu uses data for the period July 1963 and December 2004. The
dataset includes Ken French's return data on the ten value-weighted size
(market equity) sorted, the ten value-weighted book-to-market (book
equity/market equity) ratio sorted and the ten value-weighted industry
portfolios. Data on real-time macroeconomic variables as first reported and the
market’s expectations about these macroeconomic variables are sourced from
the Money Market Services International (MMS) data. This is a weekly survey
comprising forecasts for the upcoming week’s announcements.
Macroeconomic data are grouped into 6 subgroups: Real Activity,
consumption, Investment, Net Exports, Prices, and Forward-Looking. A
“surprise” measure is used to study the impact of macroeconomic news, i.e.
the difference between the actual released announcement and the consensus
median market forecast from the MMS divided by the sample standard
deviation of this difference.

4

Tolga Cenesizoglu is at HEC Montreal.
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Large stocks are more sensitive to
employment data than small stocks

Large-value stocks react stronger to news
about the target rate than small-value
stocks.

The book-to-market ratio is related to the
sensitivity of a firm’s cash flows to
changing business conditions

The size of a firm is related to the
sensitivity of the discount rate used by
investors

The author shows that large stocks react more strongly to news about
Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls, Industrial Production, Trade Balance,
Housing Starts and the Federal Funds Target Rate than small stocks. A one
standard deviation positive surprise in the employment numbers decreases the
return on large stocks by 21 basis points. The effect is only 5 basis points and
insignificant for the return on small stocks. The interpretation of the reaction to
other variables is similar. A one standard deviation positive surprise in Housing
Starts significantly increases the return on large stocks by 11 basis points,
whereas the small stocks do not react to news about this variable 5. A 25 basis
point unexpected raise in the target rate significantly decreases the one-day
return of large stocks by 799 basis points, whereas it leads to a one-day return
on small stocks of -28 basis points. The difference in the reaction of small and
large stocks is 51 basis points and is significant.
The ten BM-sorted portfolios react significantly to news about Employees on
Nonfarm Payrolls, Hourly Earnings, Trade Balance, Core CPI and the Federal
Funds Target Rate. In particular, a one standard deviation positive surprise
about Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls, on average, decreases the one-day
return on growth stocks by 22 basis points and value stocks by only 4 basis
points. The reaction of growth firms to other news variables is not significantly
different than that of value firms. In terms of the 25 size and BM cross-sorted
portfolios, reactions to news about Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls and the
Federal Funds Target Rate (the most important factors) results in large-growth
stocks reacting stronger to employment news than small-value stocks. Further,
large stocks continue to react stronger to news about the target rate than small
stocks and the difference in the reactions is strongest between large-value
stocks and small-value stocks.
Additional tests include investigations of the reaction of a firm’s fundamentals
to macroeconomic news. The author's results suggest that the book-to-market
ratio of a firm is related to the sensitivity of its cash flows to changing business
conditions whereas the size of a firm is related to the sensitivity of the discount
rate used by investors. All in all the paper identifies Employees on Nonfarm
Payrolls, Core CPI, and the Federal Funds Target Rate as important
macroeconomic variables that affect stock returns. Moreover the author is able
to also identify several other important variables such as Hourly Earnings and
Trade Balance.

5
Hence, a portfolio long in large stocks and short in small stocks reacts significantly to news about Housing
Starts by 11 basis points.
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GQR comments and investment implications
Asymmetry in style returns is a topic that has been investigated by several
authors. We discussed one recent paper in our October 2008 issue of ARD
(see: "Value versus Growth: Time-Varying Expected Stock Returns") which
looked at the impact of interest rate shocks and the default spread on the
returns of value and growth firms. A similar study 6 has looked at the impact of
these variables on portfolios sorted on firm size. This paper takes a more
comprehensive approach by looking at a battery of macroeconomic news, and
in particular at the impact of surprises on this news on the return of size- and
book-to-market- sorted portfolios. It shows that employment, inflation, and
Federal Funds Target Rate data are the macroeconomic variables that most
affect stock returns. These predictions have important investment implications
for managers engaging in style rotation strategies. The study also provides a
useful framework for the study of the impact of macroeconomic news surprises
on the return of other styles. This is of great interest in particular in the current
market conditions where stock market returns are influenced substantially by
macro factors.

5. How Predictable are Components of the
Aggregate Market Portfolio?
Aiguo Kong, David Rapach, Jack Strauss, Jun Tu, and Guofu Zhou 7, March
2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com
Key Points:
 The sum of predictabilities is higher than the predictability of the sum;
 Predictability varies across industries, size, and book-to-market;
 A component-rotation strategy based on the predictability of component
portfolio returns.
Three sets of component portfolios:
industry, size, and book-to-market

This paper undertakes an extensive analysis of return predictability for a variety
of component portfolios using a large number of potential predictors from the
literature on aggregate market return predictability. Focusing on three sets of
component portfolios sorted on industry, size, and book-to-market, the authors
show that returns are substantially more predictable for (i) particular
industries, (ii) small-cap in contrast to large-cap stocks, and (iii) high as
opposed to low book-to-value stocks. Moreover the authors show that
component predictability has important asset-allocation implications in the use
of a component-rotation investment strategy based on component predictability
which often leads to sizeable investment gains.

6

See Perez-Quiros, Gabriel and Allan Timmermann, 2000, Firm size and cyclical variations in stock returns,
Journal of Finance 55 (3), 1229–1262.
7

Aiguo Kong is at Fudan University, David Rapach and Jack Strauss are at Saint Louis University, Jun Tu is at
Singapore Management University, and Guofu Zhou is at Washington University.
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Predictors include economic variables or
industry returns

Combined forecast are computed by
averaging individual predictions from
bivariate regressions...

...industry returns are generally better
predictors than economic variables

A component-rotation strategy

The authors consider three sets of component portfolios: 33 industry portfolios,
10 portfolios sorted on market capitalization, and 10 portfolios sorted on bookto-market value. The dataset covers the period December 1945 to December
2004. Two groups of predictive variables are considered: 14 economic
variables and lagged industry returns. The analysis is undertaken in the context
of a bivariate predictive regression model, i.e. one potential predictor.
The analysis indicates that returns on long-term government bonds (LTR),
inflation (INFL), term spread (TMS), Treasury bill rate (TBL), dividend yield
(D/Y), and net equity expansions (NTIS) are significant predictors of out-ofsample industry portfolios excess returns. LTR, INFL, and TMS are significant
for the 10 portfolios sorted on market capitalization, while LTR displays the
greatest overall predictive ability for book-to-market value-sorted portfolios. In
addition the authors use a combined forecast, that is, the mean of the 14
industry/size/value component portfolio return forecasts generated by the
individual predictive regression models. The combination forecasts are shown
to improve out-of-sample forecasting performance relative to the individual
predictive regression models. Interestingly, when lagged industry returns are
used as predictive variables the out-of-sample predictability improves.
The authors' next challenge is to show that the information contained in the
predictive variables can be used with for meaningful investment strategies.
They develop the idea of the “maximum portfolio”, i.e. a portfolio that is
allocated to the component with the highest forecasted return for the next
month. The component with the highest expected return is identified using
either the combination or historical average forecast of component returns.
With the exception of book-to-market components based on economic
variables, the average monthly return is higher and standard deviation lower
when the authors identify the component with the highest expected return
using the combination instead of the historical average forecast. The results
indicate that the component-rotation investment strategy delivers sizeable
returns over the years that exceed, substantially, the return of the aggregate
market portfolio.
All in all this paper analyses return predictability for a variety of components of
the aggregate market, including portfolios sorted on industries, size, and bookto-market. Considering 14 economic variables and 33 lagged industry returns
as predictors, the authors show that returns for certain component portfolios
are substantially more predictable. In addition, portfolios of small-cap and high
book-to-market firms typically display greater predictability. Perhaps the most
important finding from the practical point of view is that predictability can be
exploited with a component-rotation investment strategy.
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GQR comments and investment implications
In our October 2008 issue of ARD we discussed a paper (see: "Forecasting
Stock Market Returns: The Sum of the Parts is More than the Whole") which
looked at a similar issue. However, the objective there was to derive predictions
of the market return as the sum of the predictions on its three components, i.e.
dividend yield, earnings growth, and price-earnings ratio growth. This paper
advocates predictions for three different groups of the aggregate market,
namely stocks sorted by industry, by size, and by book-to-market ratio. The
authors show that fundamental factors as well as lagged industry returns can
better predict the component portfolio return compared to the market. As a byproduct of their analysis the authors present an interesting portfolio
construction strategy that allocates wealth to the various industry, size, or
book-to-market portfolios. The building blocks of the methodology are very
simple. It is all based on bivariate predictive regressions and a simple
averaging scheme of the forecasts obtained. While averaging forecasts results
in portfolios with high excess returns, the strategy is associated with extremely
high volatility and as a result not-so-high Sharpe ratios, i.e. 0.12 to 0.22.
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Short Coverage
This section cites five additional papers that we consider relevant and thought
provoking.
‘Best Ideas’ by Randy Cohen, Christopher Polk, and Bernhard Silli, March 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com.
This paper shows that the stock that active managers display the most
conviction towards ex-ante, outperforms the market, as well as the other stocks
in those managers portfolios.
‘Dynamic Trading with Predictable Returns and Transaction Costs' by Nicolae
Garleanu and Lasse Heje Pedersen, March 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com.
This paper derives in closed form the optimal dynamic portfolio policy when
trading is costly, and security returns are predictable by signals with different
mean reversion speeds.
‘Stock Market Trading Volume’ by Andrew W. Lo and Jiang Wang, May 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com.
This article develops well-articulated economic models of asset prices and
volume.
‘A new method to estimate PIN (Probability of Informed Trading)’ by Yuxing
Yan, March 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com.
This paper develops a new method for computing the PIN which addresses all
problems identified in the literature with respect to current PIN calculation
methodologies.
‘Portfolios Weighted by Repurchase and Total Payout’ by Jack Clark Francis,
Christopher Hessel, Jun Wang and Ge Zhang, April 2009
A copy of this article is available on the Social Science Research Network
website – www.ssrn.com.
This paper finds that repurchase weighted and total payout weighted portfolios
have higher excess returns and higher Sharpe ratios than the most common
fundamental weighted portfolio (namely, the dividend weighted portfolio).
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Previously Published ARD Reports

May Update (26-May-09)
1. Uncertainty About Average Profitability and the Diversification Discount
2. The Information Content of Revealed Beliefs in Portfolio Holdings
3. External Financing, Misvaluation Timing, and Stock Returns
4. Capturing Return Comovement Using Partial Factors
5. Do Industry Recommendations have Investment Value?
April Update (29-Apr-09)
1. The Return Predictability of Trends in Earnings Surprises
2. The Asset Growth Effect in Stock Returns
3. Robust Optimization of the Equity Momentum Strategy
4. Exposures or Characteristics?
5. Value and Momentum Everywhere
March Update (16-Mar-09)
1. Stock Returns after Major Price Shocks: The Impact of Information
2. Sorting Out Downside Beta
3. Unusual News Events and the Cross-Section of Stock Returns
4. Cross-Sectional Return Dispersion and Time-Variation in Value and Momentum
Premia
5. What Does Equity Sector Orderflow Tell Us About the Economy?
February Update (17-Feb-09)
1. Post loss/profit announcement drift
2. Trading Against the Prophets: Using Short Interest to Profit from Analyst
Recommendations
3. Theory-Based Illiquidity and Asset Pricing
4. ‘Other Information’ as an Explanatory Factor for the Market Reactions to Firms’
Meeting or Beating Analyst Forecasts
5. Asset Allocation with Option-Implied Distributions: A Forward-Looking Approach
January Update (19-Jan-09)
1. Driven to Distraction: Extraneous Events and Underreaction to Earnings News
2. Arbitrage Risk and Stock Mispricing
3. Distinguishing behavioral models of momentum
4. Macroeconomic Volatility and Stock Market Volatility, Worldwide
5. Portfolio Optimization with Mental Accounts
November Update (25-Nov-08)
1. The Sophisticated and the Simple: The Profitability of Contrarian Strategies
2. What Happened To The Quants In August 2007?: Evidence from Factors and
Transactions Data
3. On the properties of equally-weighted risk contributions portfolios
4. Being Naive about Naive Diversification: Can Investment Theory Be Consistently
Useful?
5. Return Predictability Revisited
October Update (21-Oct-08)
1. Investor Sentiment, Post-Earnings Announcement Drift, and Accruals
2. Costly External Equity: Implications for Asset Pricing Anomalies
3. Value versus Growth: Time-Varying Expected Stock Returns
4. Style Investing, Comovement and Return Predictability
5. Forecasting Stock Market Returns: The Sum of the Parts is More than the Whole
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Appendix A-1
Analyst Certification
Each research analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation and content of all or any identified portion of this research report hereby certifies that, with
respect to each issuer or security or any identified portion of the report with respect to an issuer or security that the research analyst covers in this research
report, all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect their personal views about those issuer(s) or securities. Each research analyst(s) also
certify that no part of their compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) expressed by that research
analyst in this research report.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Analysts' compensation is determined based upon activities and services intended to benefit the investor clients of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates ("the
Firm"). Like all Firm employees, analysts receive compensation that is impacted by overall firm profitability which includes investment banking revenues.
For important disclosures (including copies of historical disclosures) regarding the companies that are the subject of this Citi Investment Research & Analysis product
("the Product"), please contact Citi Investment Research & Analysis, 388 Greenwich Street, 29th Floor, New York, NY, 10013, Attention: Legal/Compliance. In addition, the
same important disclosures, with the exception of the Valuation and Risk assessments and historical disclosures, are contained on the Firm's disclosure website at
www.citigroupgeo.com. Valuation and Risk assessments can be found in the text of the most recent research note/report regarding the subject company. Historical
disclosures (for up to the past three years) will be provided upon request.
Citi Investment Research Ratings Distribution
Data current as of 31 Mar 2009
Buy
Hold
Sell
Citi Investment Research Quantitative World Radar Screen Model Coverage
30%
40%
30%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
27%
22%
20%
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Decision Tree Model Coverage
46%
0%
54%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
55%
0%
48%
Citi Investment Research Quantitative European Value & Momentum Screen
30%
40%
30%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
50%
53%
47%
Citi Investment Research Asia Quantitative Radar Screen Model Coverage
20%
60%
20%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
17%
18%
26%
Citi Investment Research Canadian Radar Screen Model Coverage
30%
39%
31%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
7%
10%
19%
Citi Investment Research Australia Quantitative Scoring Stocks Model Coverage
51%
0%
49%
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients
34%
0%
17%
Guide to Quantitative Research Investment Ratings:
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Research World Radar Screen recommendations are based on a globally consistent framework to measure relative value and
momentum for a large number of stocks across global developed and emerging markets. Relative value and momentum rankings are equally weighted to produce a global
attractiveness score for each stock. The scores are then ranked and put into deciles. A stock with a decile rating of 1 denotes an attractiveness score in the top 10% of the
universe (most attractive). A stock with a decile rating of 10 denotes an attractiveness score in the bottom 10% of the universe (least attractive).
Citi Investment Research Quantitative European Value & Momentum Screen recommendations are based on a European consistent framework to measure relative value and
momentum for a large number of stocks across the European Market. Relative value and momentum rankings are equally weighted to produce a European attractiveness
score for each stock. The scores are then ranked and put into deciles. A stock with a decile rating of 1 denotes an attractiveness score in the top 10% of the universe (most
attractive). A stock with a decile rating of 10 denotes an attractiveness score in the bottom 10% of the universe (least attractive).
Citi Investment Research Asia Quantitative Radar Screen and Emerging Markets Radar Screen model recommendations are based on a regionally consistent framework to
measure relative value and momentum for a large number of stocks across regional developed and emerging markets. Relative value and momentum rankings are equally
weighted to produce a global attractiveness score for each stock. The scores are then ranked and put into quintiles. A stock with a quintile rating of 1 denotes an
attractiveness score in the top 20% of the universe (most attractive). A stock with a quintile rating of 5 denotes an attractiveness score in the bottom 20% of the universe
(least attractive).
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Australian Stock Selection Screen rankings are based on a consistent framework to measure relative value and earnings momentum
for a large number of stocks across the Australian market. Relative value and earnings momentum rankings are weighted to produce a rank within a relevant universe for
each stock. The rankings are then put into deciles. A stock with a decile rating of 1 denotes an attractiveness score in the top 10% of the universe (most attractive). A stock
with a decile rating of 10 denotes an attractiveness score in the bottom 10% of the universe (least attractive).
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Research Australian Scoring Stocks model recommendations are based on a predetermined set of factors to rate the relative
attractiveness of stocks. These factors are detailed in the text of the report. Each month, the Australian Scoring Stocks model calculates whether stocks are attractive or
unattractive relative to other stocks in the same universe(the S&P/ASX 100) and records the 5 most attractive buys and 5 most attractive sells on the basis of the criteria
described in the report.
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Research Canadian Radar Screen recommendations are based on a consistent framework to measure relative value and momentum
for a large number of stocks across the Canadian market. Relative value and momentum rankings are equally weighted to produce an attractiveness score for each stock.
The scores are then ranked and put into deciles. A stock with a decile rating of 1 denotes an attractiveness score in the top 10% of the universe (most attractive). A stock
with a decile rating of 10 denotes an attractiveness score in the bottom 10% of the universe (least attractive).
Citi Investment Research Quantitative Decision Tree model recommendations are based on a predetermined set of factors to rate the relative attractiveness of stocks. These
factors are detailed in the text of the report. Each month, the Decision Tree model forecasts whether stocks are attractive or unattractive relative to other stocks in the same
sector (based on the Russell 1000 sector classifications).
For purposes of NASD/NYSE ratings-distribution-disclosure rules, a Citi Investment Research Quantitative World Radar Screen, European Value & Momentum Screen, and
Canadian Radar Screen recommendation of (1), (2) or (3) most closely corresponds to a buy recommendation; a recommendation from this product group of (4), (5), (6) or
(7) most closely corresponds to a hold recommendation; and a recommendation of (8), (9) or (10) most closely corresponds to a sell recommendation.
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For purposes of NASD/NYSE ratings distribution disclosure rules, a Citi Investment Research Asia Quantitative Radar Screen or Quantitative Emerging Markets Radar
Screen recommendation of (1) most closely corresponds to a buy recommendation; a Citi Investment Research Asia Quantitative Radar Screen or Quantitative Emerging
Markets Radar Screen recommendation of (2), (3), (4) most closely corresponds to a hold recommendation; and a recommendation of (5) most closely corresponds to a sell
recommendation.
For purposes of NASD/NYSE ratings-distribution-disclosure rules, a Citi Investment Research Quantitative Research Decision Tree model recommendation of "attractive"
most closely corresponds to a buy recommendation. All other stocks in the sector are considered to be "unattractive" which most closely corresponds to a sell
recommendation.
Recommendations are based on the relative attractiveness of a stock, they can not be directly equated to buy, hold and sell categories. Accordingly, your decision to buy or
sell a security should be based on your personal investment objectives and only after evaluating the stock's expected relative performance.
For purposes of NASD/NYSE ratings-distribution-disclosure rules, a Citi Investment Research Quantitative Australian Stock Selection Screen model ranking in the top third
of the universe most closely corresponds, subject to market conditions, to a buy recommendation. A ranking in the bottom third of the universe, subject to market
conditions, most closely corresponds to a sell recommendation. All other stocks in the universe correspond to a hold recommendation. However, because Citi Investment
Research Quantitative Australian Stock Selection Screen model rankings are based on the relative attractiveness of a stock as compared to other stocks in the same
universe, they can not be directly equated to buy, hold and sell categories. Accordingly, your decision to buy or sell a security should be based on your personal investment
objectives and only after evaluating the stock's expected absolute performance.
For purposes of NASD/NYSE ratings-distribution-disclosure rules, membership of the Citi Investment Research Quantitative Australian Scoring Stocks Model buy portfolio
most closely corresponds to a buy recommendation; membership of the Citi Investment Research Quantitative Australian Scoring Stocks Model sell portfolio most closely
corresponds to a sell recommendation. However, because Citi Investment Research Quantitative Australian Scoring Stocks Model recommendations are based on the
relative attractiveness of a stock, they can not be directly equated to buy, hold and sell categories. Accordingly, your decision to buy or sell a security should be based on
your personal investment objectives and only after evaluating the stock's expected absolute performance.

OTHER DISCLOSURES
For securities recommended in the Product in which the Firm is not a market maker, the Firm is a liquidity provider in the issuers' financial instruments and may act as
principal in connection with such transactions. The Firm is a regular issuer of traded financial instruments linked to securities that may have been recommended in the
Product. The Firm regularly trades in the securities of the issuer(s) discussed in the Product. The Firm may engage in securities transactions in a manner inconsistent with
the Product and, with respect to securities covered by the Product, will buy or sell from customers on a principal basis.
Securities recommended, offered, or sold by the Firm: (i) are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; (ii) are not deposits or other obligations of any
insured depository institution (including Citibank); and (iii) are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Although
information has been obtained from and is based upon sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete and
condensed. Note, however, that the Firm has taken all reasonable steps to determine the accuracy and completeness of the disclosures made in the Important Disclosures
section of the Product. The Firm's research department has received assistance from the subject company(ies) referred to in this Product including, but not limited to,
discussions with management of the subject company(ies). Firm policy prohibits research analysts from sending draft research to subject companies. However, it should be
presumed that the author of the Product has had discussions with the subject company to ensure factual accuracy prior to publication. All opinions, projections and
estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of the Product and these, plus any other information contained in the Product, are subject to change without
notice. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are subject to change without notice. Notwithstanding other departments within the Firm advising the
companies discussed in this Product, information obtained in such role is not used in the preparation of the Product. Although Citi Investment Research does not set a
predetermined frequency for publication, if the Product is a fundamental research report, it is the intention of Citi Investment Research to provide research coverage of
the/those issuer(s) mentioned therein, including in response to news affecting this issuer, subject to applicable quiet periods and capacity constraints. The Product is for
informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any decision to purchase securities mentioned in the
Product must take into account existing public information on such security or any registered prospectus.
Investing in non-U.S. securities, including ADRs, may entail certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting
requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. There may be limited information available on foreign securities. Foreign companies are generally not
subject to uniform audit and reporting standards, practices and requirements comparable to those in the U.S. Securities of some foreign companies may be less liquid and
their prices more volatile than securities of comparable U.S. companies. In addition, exchange rate movements may have an adverse effect on the value of an investment in
a foreign stock and its corresponding dividend payment for U.S. investors. Net dividends to ADR investors are estimated, using withholding tax rates conventions, deemed
accurate, but investors are urged to consult their tax advisor for exact dividend computations. Investors who have received the Product from the Firm may be prohibited in
certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing securities mentioned in the Product from the Firm. Please ask your Financial Consultant for additional details.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. takes responsibility for the Product in the United States. Any orders by US investors resulting from the information contained in the Product
may be placed only through Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Important Disclosures for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Customers: Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated (Morgan Stanley) research reports may be available about the
companies that are the subject of this Citi Investment Research & Analysis (CIRA) research report. Ask your Financial Advisor or use smithbarney.com to view any available
Morgan Stanley research reports in addition to CIRA research reports. In addition to the disclosures on this research report and on the CIRA disclosure website
(https://www.citigroupgeo.com/geopublic/Disclosures/index_a.html), important disclosures regarding the relationship between the companies that are the subject of this
report and Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, Morgan Stanley or any of its affiliates, are available at www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures.
This CIRA research report has been reviewed and approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. This review and approval was conducted by the same person
who reviewed this research report on behalf of CIRA. This could create a conflict of interest.
The Citigroup legal entity that takes responsibility for the production of the Product is the legal entity which the first named author is employed by. The Product is made
available in Australia through Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Ltd. (ABN 64 003 114 832 and AFSL No. 240992), participant of the ASX Group and regulated by the
Australian Securities & Investments Commission. Citigroup Centre, 2 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. The Product is made available in Australia to Private Banking
wholesale clients through Citigroup Pty Limited (ABN 88 004 325 080 and AFSL 238098). Citigroup Pty Limited provides all financial product advice to Australian Private
Banking wholesale clients through bankers and relationship managers. If there is any doubt about the suitability of investments held in Citigroup Private Bank accounts,
investors should contact the Citigroup Private Bank in Australia. Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives for providing products and
services to clients. The Product is made available in Brazil by Citigroup Global Markets Brasil - CCTVM SA, which is regulated by CVM - Comissão de Valores Mobiliários,
BACEN - Brazilian Central Bank, APIMEC - Associação Associação dos Analistas e Profissionais de Investimento do Mercado de Capitais and ANBID - Associação Nacional
dos Bancos de Investimento. Av. Paulista, 1111 - 11º andar - CEP. 01311920 - São Paulo - SP. If the Product is being made available in certain provinces of Canada by
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Citigroup Global Markets (Canada) Inc. ("CGM Canada"), CGM Canada has approved the Product. Citigroup Place, 123 Front Street West, Suite 1100, Toronto, Ontario M5J
2M3. The Product is made available in France by Citigroup Global Markets Limited, which is authorised and regulated by Financial Services Authority. 1-5 Rue Paul
Cézanne, 8ème, Paris, France. The Product may not be distributed to private clients in Germany. The Product is distributed in Germany by Citigroup Global Markets
Deutschland AG & Co. KGaA, which is regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin). Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 16, 60323 Frankfurt am
Main. If the Product is made available in Hong Kong by, or on behalf of, Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd., it is attributable to Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd., Citibank
Tower, Citibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong. Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd. is regulated by Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. If the Product is made
available in Hong Kong by The Citigroup Private Bank to its clients, it is attributable to Citibank N.A., Citibank Tower, Citibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong. The
Citigroup Private Bank and Citibank N.A. is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. The Product is made available in India by Citigroup Global Markets India
Private Limited, which is regulated by Securities and Exchange Board of India. Bakhtawar, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400-021. The Product is made available in Indonesia
through PT Citigroup Securities Indonesia. 5/F, Citibank Tower, Bapindo Plaza, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 54-55, Jakarta 12190. Neither this Product nor any copy hereof may
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Citigroup Global Markets Inc, which is regulated by NASD, NYSE and the US Securities and Exchange Commission. 388 Greenwich Street, New York, NY 10013. Unless
specified to the contrary, within EU Member States, the Product is made available by Citigroup Global Markets Limited, which is regulated by Financial Services Authority.
Many European regulators require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of publication or
distribution of investment research. The policy applicable to Citi Investment Research's Products can be found at www.citigroupgeo.com. Compensation of equity research
analysts is determined by equity research management and Citigroup's senior management and is not linked to specific transactions or recommendations. The Product
may have been distributed simultaneously, in multiple formats, to the Firm's worldwide institutional and retail customers. The Product is not to be construed as providing
investment services in any jurisdiction where the provision of such services would not be permitted. Subject to the nature and contents of the Product, the investments
described therein are subject to fluctuations in price and/or value and investors may get back less than originally invested. Certain high-volatility investments can be
subject to sudden and large falls in value that could equal or exceed the amount invested. Certain investments contained in the Product may have tax implications for
private customers whereby levels and basis of taxation may be subject to change. If in doubt, investors should seek advice from a tax adviser. The Product does not purport
to identify the nature of the specific market or other risks associated with a particular transaction. Advice in the Product is general and should not be construed as
personal advice given it has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Accordingly, investors should,
before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. Prior to acquiring any financial
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product, it is the client's responsibility to obtain the relevant offer document for the product and consider it before making a decision as to whether to purchase the
product.
© 2009 Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (© Nikko Citigroup Limited, if this Product was prepared by it). Citi Investment Research is a division and service mark of Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates and is used and registered throughout the world. Citi and Citi with Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc and
its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world. Nikko is a registered trademark of Nikko Cordial Corporation. All rights reserved. Any unauthorized use,
duplication, redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law and will result in prosecution. Where included in this report, MSCI sourced information is the exclusive property
of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc. (MSCI). Without prior written permission of MSCI, this information and any other MSCI intellectual property may not be
reproduced, redisseminated or used to create any financial products, including any indices. This information is provided on an "as is" basis. The user assumes the entire
risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, its affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information hereby expressly disclaim
all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any of this information. Without limiting any of the
foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability for any damages
of any kind. MSCI, Morgan Stanley Capital International and the MSCI indexes are services marks of MSCI and its affiliates. The information contained in the Product is
intended solely for the recipient and may not be further distributed by the recipient. The Firm accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties. The Product
may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the Product refers to website material of the Firm, the Firm has not reviewed
the linked site. Equally, except to the extent to which the Product refers to website material of the Firm, the Firm takes no responsibility for, and makes no representations
or warranties whatsoever as to, the data and information contained therein. Such address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to website material of the Firm) is
provided solely for your convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in anyway form part of this document. Accessing such website or following
such link through the Product or the website of the Firm shall be at your own risk and the Firm shall have no liability arising out of, or in connection with, any such
referenced website.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
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